From Frida Kahlo’s clothes as creations to Madonna’s striking style, what we choose to wear can
provide clues to who we truly are – or hope to become. We present a portfolio of sartorial memoir
and art that reveals the transformative power of getting dressed
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Corset of Marie-Antoinette (2016) by Katerina Jebb

T H E S U I T O F MY D R E A M S
by Elizabeth Day

As a woman, you’re taught to believe that dresses will be your most important
wardrobe items. They are occasion pieces, slipped onto hangers and shrouded
in dry-clean wrapping until they need to be deployed at weddings or significant birthday parties. I grew up believing in the absolute power of the perfect
‘Little Black Dress’ and yet never found one that seemed to tick all the myriad
boxes it was meant to.
And then, a few months ago, I discovered that I’d been getting it
all wrong. It wasn’t a dress I needed to feel my best sartorial self. No
– it was, in fact, a trouser suit. A Paul Smith trouser suit, to be more
exact, in a checked blue-and-black seersucker, with a one-button
tailored jacket and high-waisted, pleated trousers.
I believe my suit and I were fated to meet, in the same way as starby
crossed lovers travel the world searching for their soulmate. My suit
came to me when I was offered Sir Paul Smith himself as a guest on
my podcast. We couldn’t make the timings work, but instead they volunteered
to dress me for any events I had coming up.
I was promoting my book at the time, and doing a lot of live shows, and I
wanted to wear something that was comfortable but elegant, relaxed but
sharp; something that would make me feel empowered on stage while still
feeling like myself.
Two brilliant women at Paul Smith – Clemmie and Rachel – took me under
their wing. They made me try on cotton-blend trousers and silk blouses and
three-quarter-length pedal pushers and lime-green jackets. They dressed me
in a black satin tuxedo for my first event and it was a beautiful, rippling, wonder
of a garment. But as stunning as it was, it felt as though I were inhabiting
someone else’s clothes for the evening: someone more sophisticated, more
glamorous, who I wanted to be like but didn’t yet feel I truly was.
It was ahead of my second live show that I met the suit of my dreams. It
had been put in the changing room by Clemmie and Rachel on one of the last
hangers, refusing to announce itself with any fanfare. It was the final one
I tried on. The jacket slipped on like a second skin, the angle of the lapel so
exquisite that it seemed subtly to enhance my entire body shape. The trousers
fitted to perfection. It was love at first sight.
When I came out of the changing-room, there was a sharp intake of
collective breath.
‘It looks like it was made for you!’ said Rachel.
‘That suit’s a one-off,’ Clemmie explained. ‘It never actually went
into production.’
A few weeks later, I asked to buy it. Instead, Paul Smith gifted it to me.
‘It would be crazy not to,’ Clemmie said.
It’s one of the nicest things I have ever been given. I know how lucky I am.
Now, whenever I wear my suit, I feel happy and confident and utterly myself.
I adore the fact that it has pockets for lipstick and pens and microphone
battery packs, but that it wears its practicality lightly. I appreciate that I can
wear it with trainers during the day and with mustard-yellow heels for the
evening. I value its stubborn resistance to creasing, no matter how many times
I pack it. And as with any much-loved romantic partner, these days I truly
can’t imagine my life without it.
Elizabeth Day is the author of ‘How to Fail’ (Fourth Estate).

It was a bright green dress, a very
bright green. Gooseberry green.
That’s the variety of verdure we are
talking about. It came from BHS
and was what I now know to be
utility wear: cotton drill with patch
pockets. I was 10 years old and I
Anna Murphy
loved it. It was to be my summer
school uniform.
I went to an establishment where, as long as what
you wore was green or grey, you passed muster. Most
people chose the regulation route all the same. Grey
skirt or trousers, dark green V-neck or cardigan, a dark
green and white gingham shirt, or a white one. So that
frock got me a lot of attention – and not in a good way,
initially. Someone declared that I looked ‘gay’. It was the
early 1980s, a time when the new meaning of that word
had only just been forged, and was certainly not fully
understood at a suburban junior school. (My parents
told me to reply cheerfully that I was gay, thank you
very much.)
I toughed it out in that dress, because I loved it, and
also because I had to: mine wasn’t the sort of family that
could afford to buy a replacement. Eventually the jibes
stopped and it became a different kind of signature,
which meant that I could go back to enjoying wearing
it again. I felt happy in it; yes, gay. On the day we got our
school photos back, everyone else looked like grey facsimiles; looked, well, uniform. I looked like Anna.
That’s why, ever since, I have sought out clothes that
make me feel like me, the best, most fully realised me I
can be. I find it amazing – saddening – how often I meet
women who tell me they don’t feel able to do the same;
who say they would love to wear X or Y, but are worried
about what their husband might say, or their children
or friends.
Now, more than ever, marking yourself out is a
good thing. Nothing gets you compliments like
embracing colour, pattern, joie de vivre in your wardrobe. I walked around my local park yesterday in a new
look-at-me floral dress. Three people called out
their appreciation.
I am someone who doesn’t shirk from dressing to be
seen; who isn’t afraid to be visible, both literally and
metaphorically. The fact that clothes can get you
noticed in a way that suits you – you! – is important. In
expressing you, your clothes can also empower you.
One dress. A lifelong lesson learnt, a lifelong route to
joy discovered.
Anna Murphy is the fashion director of The Times and the
author of ‘How Not To Wear Black’ (DK).
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by Shahidha Bari

I’ve been in love with Madonna since I was eight years old and – as I periodically remind my grumbling husband – this is a true love that will never die.
And it’s a passion that accounts for my equally undying devotion to the
denim jacket. Every few years, as denim swings back into the fashion cycle,
I’ll add to my collection some new variety. Biker, bomber or stone-washed,
each is a vain attempt at recapturing the glory of the one I wore the summer
I turned 16: a battered indigo-blue jacket, cropped and compact, always
with the collar up.
Growing up in the 1980s, it was Madonna’s The Immaculate Collection
album that mattered most to me – although I also lived through Erotica,
practically mute with embarrassment, and bore the marriage to Guy
Ritchie with a baffled but blind loyalty. It’s customary to extol Madonna’s
talent for reinvention, but for my generation she’ll always be the girl in the
oversize denim jacket and fluorescent pop socks, bopping with her cute
Latino boyfriend in the video to ‘Borderline’. Before the gaggle of ‘girlpower’ bands and facetious ‘pop feminism’, there was Madonna, chewing
gum in interviews, riding in a car with a cougar in Who’s That Girl? and
challenging the Pope with ‘Like a Virgin’.
Perhaps I loved her because I grew up in one of those ordinary, unlovely
suburban towns in the commuter belt around London. I was more bookish than bold in personality, but I saw in her what it might be like to
walk through the world fearlessly. I was small and sensitive, ethnically
different from my peers and utterly uninterested in alcopops. I never
smoked behind the bike sheds and I cruelly rebuffed the romantic
advances of callow youths.
But, looking back, I think perhaps I was staging my own inward rebellion. I’d read The Bell Jar that year and picked up The Second Sex soon after.
The cropped denim jacket was the first garment I bought with my own
money, marching out of Topshop with the bag swinging triumphantly in
hand. I wore it tirelessly, like the jackets I now see on truculent teenagers
walking to the local school. Even in the winter, they stubbornly hold out
against the cold, unconscious of how this betrays their juvenility.
Like them, I kept my arms self-consciously folded across my chest, or
plunged my hands deep into the pockets at the ribs, antagonistic elbows
out. I think I was trying to impart some sense of self-possession. It’s what I
saw in Madonna too – a resilience, an obstinate resistance to anything that
might obstruct her ambition.
Over the years, I’d watch her in the glittering, greenish-bronze mess
jacket with zebra-patterned lapels from Desperately Seeking Susan, the lurid
purple bomber jacket, paired with a leotard and legwarmers for Confessions
on a Dance Floor, and the one-buttoned denim jacket, worn with nothing
under it, honey-coloured, beach-waved hair flying against the wind in ‘Ray
of Light’. And even now, pulling on my own version makes me feel like
Madonna: magnificently indifferent, undaunted by any challenge that
might come.
Shahidha Bari is the author of ‘Dressed: The Secret Life of Clothes’ (Jonathan Cape).

To be honest, there was
nothing I liked about 1980s
fashion, even at the time
– the hideous oversize
by Lisa Armstrong
shoulderpads, the bulky
torsos and baggy trousers.
I lived in Seventies-meets-Forties thrift-shop pieces.
When I couldn’t find what I wanted chez Oxfam,
Sue, the village dressmaker, filled in the gaps from
Simplicity patterns, or from ‘sketches’ that one or other
of us doodled on a chalk board.
This was the Dorset village of Puddletown where I
grew up, and Sue wasn’t really a dressmaker. She was a
teacher who rented a room from the vet, whose surgery
was in half of Mrs Betty’s ground floor, which hadn’t
been modernised – ever. Mrs Betty kept a pet pig
indoors. It made for interesting fittings.
The most memorable of all Sue’s creations (cocreations, actually; I can’t let her shoulder all the
blame) was a drop-waisted, box-pleated 1920s teal silk
dress. Good-quality fabrics and in-between colours,
as I learnt to describe them four decades later, are the
upside of home dressmaking.
Drop waists are the downside. No one, let alone
someone under 5’4”, should ever wear a flapper dress if
they want to elongate their figure. But it hadn’t occurred
to us at the time that clothes could elongate, slim or
streamline. This was pre-Trinny and Susannah. PreDonna Karan’s ‘accentuate the positive’ credo. No one
I knew even possessed a full-length mirror. Magazines
didn’t pump out dressing tips as they do now. There was
no fashion police whatsoever. If you don’t believe me,
watch Dallas, supposedly the most aspirational style
show on television, or dig out some of Princess Diana’s
early ensembles. (And she had help.)
As a country, we had yet to be anointed cool (a brief
moment in the 1960s made Carnaby Street the epicentre of a youthquake, but a street does not a
nation constitute). Consequently, we were deliriously,
deliciously uninhibited in our sartorial choices, and
while Puddletown was a fashion backwater of a backwater, making your own, idiosyncratic clothes – or
getting a teacher to do it for you – wasn’t unusual. When
I worked at Elle in the late 1980s, the magazine still
published knitting patterns and the entire fashion team
ran up their own tulip skirts on shared sewing machines.
So, that dress. It couldn’t, by any definition, be
described as chic, elegant or flattering. Great colour,
though, and what it had, I suppose, was personality.
Anyway, I wore it to dinner with friends one night
(accessorised with a hair bow, because isn’t that exactly
what a drop-waisted dress with pleats needs?) and met
a very handsome architect who, you’d think, would
have been appalled by the entire aesthetic proposition. Reader, I married him…
Lisa Armstrong is the head of fashion at The Telegraph.
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by Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi
Nothing says married, maternal and moral like the busuuti, the traditional
dress for women in Buganda. It is within these spaces – the marital and the
maternal – that a woman conventionally finds respect, and the busuuti is
the crowning glory. It says, Do not mess with me; I am married, I am a mother
and I am moral too. As for me, being thoroughly modern and a feminist, I
searched for respect elsewhere. Besides, back in my twenties, any dress that
reached below the knees was oppressive. You see, worn formally, the busuuti
demands that you hold it, walk, hold yourself and behave in a particular way
– elegant, decent and feminine. I was not comfortable with the performance
of womanhood that I saw the busuuti enabling, so I gave it a wide berth.
When I got married, my partner and I cut out all the rituals that would
demand I wear the busuuti. It was a rushed affair and we did not have the
money for a wedding; he was travelling to the US. We went to a marriage
registrar with two friends and, luckily for him, my husband set off soon
afterwards. Our families pretended it had not happened. But then I had a
child and the busuuti caught up with me. One day, my in-laws said it was
time to christen Jordan. Knowing my disposition, one of them asked, Where
are you going to buy your busuuti, Jennifer? – lest I turn up in a short skirt.
On the day, I gave myself an hour to get dressed. The busuuti is two
sleeves and buttons on a long, large sheet, but I was to wear it formally, which
meant getting the folds, the parting at the back and the sash around the
waist to hold everything together. I got the kikoy, a kind of a hoop skirt,
right. I tied it with a string, legs wide apart to make room for walking. But
the busuuti did not play ball and before long I could hear my in-laws hooting.
Come on, Maama Jordan (I was no longer mere Jennifer; I was mother of
Jordan now), we’re late. Then I heard, Someone go and see what she is up to; I
suspect she is fidgeting with the busuuti.
I was anxious, Jordan was crying, but I was not ready to be seen upset
over fastening the busuuti. When one of my neighbours, an elderly woman,
arrived, she zoomed in for the busuuti but I stopped her. Can you hold Jordan
for me, please? He’s been agitated all morning. Don’t ask where I found the
confidence. I took my time parting, pinning, fastening, arranging and
adjusting the lengths of the busuuti, the kikoy and the sash ends. Then I
stepped into my heels and I held the busuuti like a seasoned traditional wife.
Suddenly, my back was straight, my head held high, and I turned to the
elderly woman, eyes level. Can I have the child please? Thank you very much.
I’ll never forget the unrushed way I walked towards the car, as if I had
not kept my in-laws waiting. I’ll never forget the smile on my father-in-law’s
face as he said, Mukadde (which means ‘old one’ – the greatest respect your
father-in-law can bestow on you), you’re too much today.
Don’t misunderstand me, walking in a busuuti while carrying a child was
no easy feat. I had to be careful not to trip, I kept refastening, rearranging and
everything else, but it was worth it. I remember for the first time not cowering
in the presence of my in-laws. At every point during the church service and
later at the party, I was able to state my feelings, my views, but also to look
my in-laws in the eyes and speak respectfully to them. That day, I got to know
them better, even though their son was absent. Before that, I presumed they
thought that I was too westernised, haughty – that I was trouble. They said
I had never given them a chance to show they were not the in-laws from hell.
My mother-in-law said, My daughters too wore short skirts, you know.
Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi is the author of ‘Manchester Happened’
(One World).
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It was 1998, the last full
by Laura Thompson year of my father’s life,
and with a blissful lack
of foreknowledge he
and I were in Paris together, attending the Prix de
l’Arc de Triomphe at Longchamp. With my dark suit
I wore a large black hat, acquired by my mother from
a milliner friend, a rather stark felt, except for a trim of
dark-brown fur (fake, need I say). I had an ideal
of racing chic – whose dominant note was Newmarket rather than Ascot – and in this urban-rural
hat I felt somewhere close to it.
‘Very smart,’ said my father, which was high praise.
He was not an effusive man. I liked him that way. Our
bond was profound but indirectly expressed, and its
symbol was our love of horse-racing.
I had grown up with a sense that racing and
gambling were natural components of life, and one
of my earliest memories is the rustle of my father’s
Sporting Life on a Saturday afternoon. By the late 1990s,
I too had become a Saturday rustler. When I asked
my father what he thought would win a race, what
I was really saying was: ‘I treasure this thing that we
share, for itself, and because we share it.’
He owned horses, in a minor way, and attended
some 50 Epsom Derbies, yet he had never gone to the
Arc, the great climax to the flat season. I suggested
that we might go. He leapt at the idea: he was always
up for jaunts. Plus, we had been given that most precious of things, a tip from a stable, which came in at
5/1 and paid for dinner at La Coupole.
What else do I remember of that weekend in Paris?
Warm rain, from which my big black hat protected
me, dripping from the shivery trees around the
paddock, darkening the haunches of the slowly
parading horses. Not much about the Arc itself, to be
honest (the winner was not a legend-in-waiting). The
damp white table at which I sat with my father, studying the form, a taste of sour biscuity champagne in
my mouth: a still circle of camaraderie amid the bustle.
This is how memories are formed, I now realise,
without effort, and with no need for photographic corroboration. How much better, and more subtly, one’s
own mind holds their mystery.
Almost exactly a year later, my father was diagnosed with cancer. The disease spread at pace, fuelled
by Player’s untipped and high living. One day, not long
before the end, he came downstairs in a rather buoyant
mood and told me about the horse that had first caused
him to fall in love with racing, a filly that ran in the
1940s and had created memories he now wished to
share with me. This, I recognised, was goodbye. It was
oblique, casual and entirely characteristic.
I wore my Arc hat, for the second and the last time,
to his funeral.
Laura Thompson is the author of ‘The Last Landlady’ (Unbound).
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